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Abstract - In this lecture paper main past works on TMMare surveyed by giving infonnation on main
technical achievements and even brief notes on the personality of authors. The historical overview
is started from early works at the Ecole Polytechnique in Paris that was established in 1794, which
can be considered a starting date for modem TMM.Main works in XIX-th century are discussed to
illustrate the Golden Age of the Theory of Mechanisms. During the Industrial Revolution continuous
evolution and success of the field brought Mechanism Design to be recognized as a fundamental
engineering discipline also in the XX-th century. Another important period can be identified in the
1%0'5when 1MM evolved further and finally in 1990'shas been assumed the character of an Engineering
Science, named as MMS. The significance of MMS (TMM)in modern Technology is stated also by the
teaching ofTMM inMechanical Engineering curricula all around the wofld, The international community
has been identified in 1969with the foundation of IFfoMM (The International Federation of TMM)that in
2000 has been renamed' as IFToMM,.the Intemationel-Federatton for the Promotion of MMS.

Introduction . ;i.
,t' "

The identity of a perSOnor even a Community can be indicated by a name giving a synthetic
description of personality and main capability or characteristics. The names of IFToMM,TMM (Theory
of Machines and Mechanisms), and MMS (Machine and Mechanism Science) identify IFToMM
Community. The names of IFToMM,TMM, and MMS are related. to fields of Mechanical Engineering
concerning with Mechanisms in broad sense.

TMM (Theory ofMachines and Mechanisms) isoften misunderstood even in the IFToMMCommunity,
although it is recognized as the specific discipline of-M.echanical Engineering related with mechanisms
and machines. The meaning of TMM,now MMS, can be clarified by looking at the meaning of the topic
over time through few definitions by signifiCilnt Authors as in the following short list:

by Marto PoUione Vitruvius (he lived in lst. century B.C.) in De Architecture-liber X, translated and
discussed by Era Giocondo in (1151): "Amachine is a combination of materials and components that
have the capability of moving weights"; .
by Galileo Galilei in (1593); "Amachine- is a means by whjgh a given weight will be transported to
a given location by using a given force";' .
by Jacob Leupold in (1724): He treated the description of machines and mechanisms referring to
"their aim of modifying motion rather than just the construction of machinery"; .
by Jose Maria' Lanz and Augustin Betancourt in'(1808): "ln agreement with Mr.Monge, we consider
as elements. of machines the devices than can change the direction of the movements ... the most
complicated machines are only combinations of those capable. of single movements";
by Robert WUlis in (1841): "I have employed the term Mechanisms as applying to combinations
of machinery solely when considered as governing the rel~tiol1Sof motion. Machinery as modifier of
force";
by FranzReuleaux in (1875): lOA machine isa combination of bodies capable of withstanding deformation,
so arranged as to constrain the (meehanlcellforces of nature·to produce prescribed effect in response to
prescribed input motions",
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by Francesco Masi in (1897): "Hence we name: as mechanism a kinematic chain that has been fixed on
one of its components; as machine a mechanism whose components make mechanical work";
by Richard S. Hartenberg and Jacques Denavit in (1964): "The term machine is associated with the
use and transformation of force, -and ,althougli"ii1dtiQn 'is varying 'degree is encountered in a
machine, the idea of force dominates. Mechanism, on the other hand, definitely conjures up the idea
of motion, and' while forces do ,~xisl, they, are relatively small and unimportant compared with the
exploitation of motion".
In addition, IFroMM terminology (IFfoMM 1991 'ana 2003) giv~:·
Machine: Mechanical system that performs a specific task, such as the forming of material, and the
transference and transformation of motion 'and force:' ,
Mechanism: System of bodies designee! to convert motions of, 'and forces on, one or several
bodies into constrained motions of, and forces on, other bodies.
The meaning for word "Theory" needs further explanation. The Greek word for Theory comes from the
corresponding verb, whose main semantic meaning is related bothwith examination and observation
of-existingphenomena. But, even the Classic language the word theory includes practical aspects
"of observation as experiencing the reality' of the- phenomena, 'so that theory means also practice of
'analysis results. In fact, this last aspect is what was included in' the discipline of modem TMM
when 'Gaspard Monge'{1746-1818) established it in the Ecole Polytechnique, (Chasles 1886), at the
beginning of XIXth century (see for example the book by Lanz and Betancourt (1808), whose text
include early synthesis procedures and hints for practical applications).

In conclusion since the modem assessment, TMM has been considered as' a discipline, which
treats analysis, design and practice of mechanisms and machines. This will be alsoin the future, since
we shall always have mechanical devices related with lifeang workirigofhuman beings. These mechanical

, 'devices need to be designed and enhanced with approaches hom mechanical engineering because' of
the mechanical reality of the environment where the human beings will always live, although new
technology will substitute some components or facilitate the operation of mechanical devices, ,

The term MMS"has been adopted within the IFToMMCommunity 'since the year 2000 {lFToMM
'Constitution 20041 after a long discussion (see in (Ceccarelli 1999) in the IFToMM Bulletin), with the
,aiM to give a better identification of the enlarged technical content and broader view ofMechanism,
knowledge and practice. Indeed, the use of the term MMShas also st.imulated an in-depth revision in the
(FToMMterminology si~ce the definition of MMS has been 'gives as, (lFToMMTerminology 2003J:
Mechanism and Machine Science: Branch of science, which deals with the theory and practice of the
geometry, motion; dynamics, and control of machines, mechanisms, and elements and systems thereof,
together with their application in industry and other contexts, e.q. in Biomechanics and the environment.
Related processes, such as the conversion and transfer of energy , and information, also pertain to this
field.

The evolution of the name from TMMto MMS, that has brought also a change in the denomination
of the IFToMMFederation from "IFToMMInternational Federation of1MM" 'to "IFToMM, the International
Federation for the Promotion of MMS",can beconsidered as due both to an enlargement of technical
fields to an Engineering Science but even, to a great success in research and practice of TMM.

In this lecture paper, an overview ispresented to outline the evolution of TMMto MMSwith a particular
attention to the activity of the IFToMMCommunity.
. Historical overviews of the fields of TMMand MMShave been proposed since the beginning of TMM
and over the time, and even nowadays, in specific papers'Iike for example (Koetsier2000) or preliminary
chapters in textbooks and. research' reviews on MechanismsJike for example (Erdman A.G, Ed.
'1993) or very recently in Proceedings of specific "conferences on History of MMS (Ceccarelli Ed. 2000
and 2004), Many other authors have attached the 'problem' of outlining the History of MMS at different
level of content, in the past as for example Chasles (1837) and Reuleaux (1875), and recently as for
"~ample De Jonge (1943), Hartenberg and DemiVit,(,1956and 1964), Ferguson (1962), Hain (1%7),
Nolle (1~74), Crossley (1988), Dimarogonas (1993). Marchis (1994), Angeles (1997), Roth '(2(00)
Ceccarelli (1998, 200i and 2003), 'Indeed, very rich reference Itsts can be foundalso in' some' historical
overviews; as for 'example in (Hain 1967). (De Groot 1970J, (Nolle 1974), (Marchis 1994). '
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This lecture paper has a complementary view since it is addressed to the IFToMM Community

and his future activity as guided from past experience and history.
Periods for History of Mechanisms .

Mechanisms and Machines have addressed attention since the beginning of Engineering Technology
and they have been studied and designed with successful activity and specific results. But TMMhave
reached a maturity as independent discipline only in XIXth century.

The historical development of Mechanisms and Machines as related to Mechanism Design can be
divided into periods with specific technical developments that, according to my personal opinion,
can be identified and characterized by referring to significant starting events as
• Utensil In Prehistory .
• Antiquity: 5-th cent. B.C. (Mechanos in Theater plays)
• Middle Ages: 275 (sack of the School of Alexandria)
• Early design of machines: 1420 (Zibaldone by FilippoBrunelleschi)
• Early discipline of mechanisms: 1577 (Mechanicorwn Liber by Guidobaldo Del Monte)
• Early Kinematics of mechanisms: 1706 (Traite des Roulettes) by Philippe De La Hire)
• Beginning of TMM: 1794 (Foundation of Ecole Polytechnique)
• Golden Age of TMM: 1841 (Principles of Mechanism by Robert Willis)
• World War Period: 1917 (Getriebeiehre by Martin Grubler)
• Modem TMM: 1959 (Synthesis of Mechanisms by means of a Programmable Digital Compuetr

by Ferdinand Freudenstein and Gabor N. Sandor)
• MMSAge: 2000 (re-denomination of IFroMM) .

In this paper, an outline of modern developments is presented asa 'brief {and limited} overview
of main scientific works that have been fundamental for the evolutlon to today modern engineering
as specifically related to Mechanism Design. A preliminary version of this brief account has been
presented at 2004 IFToMMWorld Congress (Ceccarelli 2004).

Most of the historical views and achievements are usually referred to western countries as related to
the development of Indu~ Revolution and Modem Technology that occurred mainly in western
countries. Thus, historical technicaJ studies often ignore what happened in the rest of the world mainly
because the achievements that occurred there, did not affect directly the technical evolution during the
IndustrialRevolution. However, those technical achievements in historical developments in other countries
and civilizations can be and are considered of great interest also to understand the worldwide
acceptance of Industrial Revolution and cultural evolution of Mechanical Engineering at large.
The Beginning of TMM

It isusually said that TMMactivity has been started with the foundation of the Ecole Polytechnique
in Paris (Fig.1a) in 1794, at which the formation of industrial engineers was a specific goal with
a specific teaching. The need for a Technical University was required by a need of properly
educated engineers for the developing Industrial Revolution. Thus, the previous curricula at Universities
or at Military Schools were not considered satisfactorily oriented to form engineers for growing
industrial environments. This new teaching vision was felt at different level but everywhere in the
world as documented in many acts of Universities, like for example in Brazil as outlined in (Oliveira
1999) just to cite an emerging country of the time.

Indeed this need of formation of engineers for civil activity was felt since the early Renaissance,
when those design experts were formed at the "bottega" of a "mastro", as explained for example in
(Ceccarelli 1998). But even then, there were attempt to establish school environments, like for example
in Spain where the KingChief Engineer Juan de Herrera proposed an Academy for engineers at the end
of XVI-thcentury, (Vicente 2000).

J.M. Lanz and A. Betancourt in the milestone work {1808}, Fig.2, which was developed also
under the supervision of Hachette, collected the ideas of Monge on mechanisms for teaching purposes.
In (1811) Hachette published his own work, Fig.3, which is directed mainly to teaching class on
Mechanisms. Those two works were the first modem Successful attempts for mechanism classification
and mechanism analysis too.
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Fig.I: The beginning of TMMwith foundation of Ecole Polytechnique in Paris in 1794: a} the building
today; b),Gaspard Monge (1746-1818); c) Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette (1769-1834).

Figure 2b) shows the table of Monge's mechanism classificationas function ofmotion types; Fig. 20} and
3b) show examples of firstmodern kinematic models for analysis of mechanisms and gears, respectively.

.The successful beginning of TMM at the Ecole Polytechnique was achieved with the work of many
others, who were inspired by Monge's activity. Among the many, relevant is the work in 9 volumes
published in (1818-21) as a technical Encyclopaedia of mechanisms and machines by G.A. Borgnis,
who was pupil at the Ecole and then professor in Pavia (Italy).Many Ecole pupils started a successful
activity around the world. First modem TMMengineers can be considered J.M. Lanz and A. Betancourt
yet, who were scientists, engineers, and managers as outlined in (Lopez-Cajun et al. 2003),

., c)

a)

b)
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TMM has found its independent position within Engineerinq Science, when Gaspard Monge (1746-
1818,Fig.lb), proposed to teach specific classes on Mechanisms, although within the course on
Descriptive Geometry. This proposal was submitted since the beginning of the Ecole PoIytechnique, but
the teaching could start only in 1806 by Jean Nicolas Pierre Hachette (1769-1834), Fiq.Lc), since
Monge was participating at Napoleon's trip to Egypt as an expert both in engineering and civilizations.
Hachette was pupil and strict collaborator of Monge. In fact, he was the successor of Monge and made
reality the Monge's plans in the Theory of Mechanisms but with additional relevant personal views
and contributions.

Fig:3: The "Iraite elementaire des machines" by J.N.? Haehette in 1811: a) title page; b) a study of
gear for mathematical formulation .
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Fig.2: The "Essai sur la composition des machines" by Jose Maria Lanz and Agustin Betancourt in
1808: a) title page; b) classification of mechanisms; c}an analyzed mechanism with design purposes.

c)b)
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The analysis of mechanisms was mathematized with suitable formulation even through closed-form
expressions by using suitable kinematic models, like in (Chebyshev 1899), Fig.7. The above-mentioned
personalities are shown in Fig.4 with the aim to recognize those who contributed considerably to the
development and evolution ofTMM during itsGolden Age. But their activity are the relevant expression
of activity of a multitude of pupils, investigators, and professionals who have stimulated, used and
enhanced TMMas a fundamental means. of knowledge in Engineering fields.

In particular, the analytical approach of Chebyshev can be considered as fundamental in the modern
mathematization process of mechanism analysis and design not only from historical viewpoint but still
yet from practical engineering viewpoint for development of algorithms for design purposes.

Fig.4: Portrait of: a} Robert Willis(1800-1875); b) Franz Reuleaux (1829-1905); c) Pafnutii Livovich
Chebyshev (1821-1894); d) Francesco Masi {1852-1944}.

d)c)b)

The Golden Age of TMM
The maturity of TMM can be recognizedwhen the teaching ofTMMhas been recognized as fundamental

in the Engineering Academic curricula. We can fix the start of the Golden Age forTMM in the year 1831,
when TMM discipline was considered as fundamental also at Sorbonne University in Paris. Just after,
many other Universities in Europe have started courses on TMM, that were named on Kinematics {word
coined by Ampere in (1834)), as regular fundamental courses. At the same time, professional skill on
Mechanism Design has enhanced machinery and industrial processes over the XIXth century during
the Industrial Revolution. The full significance ofTMM both for engineers formation and research/practice
is recorded by the great success of the book by Robert Willis in (1841), Fig.5 and the many editions
and language translations of the Essai by Lanz and Betancourt over the XIXth century.

Thus, the increase of successful activity was carried out at Universities both in teaching and research
on TMM. The first approach by Monge was enlarged and criticized but was inspiration to' deepen
Mechanism Analysis and Design through a mathematization that gave mainly graphical procedures
and first analytical algorithms.

After Monge's classification there were several attempts to have a unified view of mechanisms
as outlined in (Ceccarelli 2004). Those mechanism classifications were proposed with a descriptive
approach, like in (Giulio 1846); with an enlarged analysis of mechanism connections, like in (Willis
1841), Fig.5; by using the kinematic chain concept, like in (Reuleaux 1875), Fig.6; and even with
practical view and formulation, like in {Masl1883}.
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Fig.6: The ''Theoretische Kinematik"by F. Reuleaux in 1875: a} title page; b) notation for mechanism
classification as based on connections types.

In addition, the growing knowledge on mechanisms and their variety has stimulated an intense
teaching activity, which produced differenfviews and approaches in several textbooks ..
Those. books, sometimes forgotten today, can be considered still of current interest not only for the

b}
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Fig. 5: The "Principles of Mechanism" by R..Willinn i841: a) title page;
b} classification of mechanisms.

"Discovering and formulating basic kinematic and dynamic properties for practical procedures
enhanced the analysis ofmechanisms. Significant is the analysis of velocity and acceleration ofmechanisms
through the application bf the relative motion in' the form of vector sums, as shown in Fig.B.This
analysis was well established at the end of the XIX-thcentury and it has been so widely applied that it is
still successfully taught in courses on MMS.
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Fig.8: An example of the velocity and acceleration analysis though graphical and
numerical evaluation developed at the end of XIX-thcentury as presented in (Beggs1955).

Thus, the Golden Age ofTMM can be considered. in the second half of the XIX-thcentury when intense
activity in teaching, research and practice on 1MM was well established by giving as main results,
enhancements in machinery and automation in industrial processes to increase operation speed
and product quality.

At the beginning of the XXth century TMMhas been further assessed with great design activity and for
example the works by Grubler (1917) and Bricard (1926) can be considered of modern significance.

Mechanism designs achieved high complexity, never seen before, and they required further enhance
ments of analysis procedures, mainly. for modeling schemes and numerical aspects, as shown for
example in Fig.9b). At the same time 3D motion was attached not only from pure academic interest and
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Fig.7: The mathematization of mechanism analysis by Chebyshev in (1899): a) title page of paper
. collection; b) an example of graphical representation for mathematical formulation. .
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discussions on kinematical and dynamical concepts, like for example (Burmester 1888), but even for
the proposed formulation applied in practical analysis and design algorithms, like for example
(Allievi 1895) referring to Burmester's work yet.
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Fig.9: The "Getriebelehre" by Martin Grubler in 1917: a} title page; b) a study of a
multibody mechanism.

Then, between the two World Wars it seems that almost nothing was done since very few publica
tions are available. But one should consider the war secrecy that did not permit circulation of results.'
However, the acquired knowledge and expertise was a stimulus for a renewed interest on TMMpubli
cations since the 1950's at the end of the war period.

After a certain decrease of .success, mechanism science-has got renewed interest starting from the
late 1950's with the works by Rossenaur and Willis (1953), Hertenberg and Denavit '(1964), Hall jr
(1961), and Hain (1967), only to cite some. The increased needs of industrial applications stimulated
re-consideration of TMM with a modem view that is directed mainly to more efficient numerical
calculations, yet on graphical basis, for optimized solutions. Thus, even new kinematic properties were
discovered or re-discovered and newly formulated, like for the illustrative case in Fig.11. New ap
proaches were attempted as the successful case of matrix representation of mechanisms in Fig.12. In
this period a great success of TMM can be recognized as due to demands of Industry for machinery
and automatic systems with higher and higher speed and efficiency.
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Fig. 12 The matrix representation of mechanisms as proposed by J. Denavit and RS.
Hartenberg in (1955): a) title and abstract of the paper; b) example.
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Fig.11: The i'Kinematics and Linkage Design" by Allen S, Hall in 1961: a) title page; b) the cubic of
stationary curvature; c) a design scheme based on the cubic of stationary curvature,
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Fig.I4: Founding fathers of IFToMM:at the founding act on September 29, 1969 in Zakopane, Poland;
b) the main founders prof. A.A. Artobolevski (USSR) and prof E.J. Crossley (USA) at the 1975

IFToMMWorldCongress inNewCastle upon Tyne, UK

b)

Fig. 13: The foundation of IFf of MMin 1969: a) the signed act; b) particpants at the founding
, Assembly.
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Modern TMMtowards the Foundation of (FroMMWe can consider the period of modern
TMM as starting with the study of three dimensional motions and mechanisms for practical applications,
just after the firstWorld War. Modern TMM has approached the multi-dofs motions and 3D mecha
nisms. These subjects have requested further enhancement of knowledge and use of new means for
developing and operating new solutions. The developments for industrial machinery have stimulated
cooperation all around the world at any level. One of the most relevant results has been the foundation of
IFToMM in 1969, Figs.13 and 14. IFroMM was founded as a Federation but as based on the activity
of individuals within a family frame with the aim to facilitate co-operation and exchange of opinions
and research results in aUthe fields of TMM. Many individuals have contributed and still contribute to
the success of IFroMM and related activity, (see IFToMMwebpage 2005) under the vision coordination of
IFToMMPresidents, Fig.IS.

The modernity and relevance of IFfoMM activity can be recognized in the common frame of views
and results on TMM, although in many different technical fields. A fundamental historical event for evolu
tion of TMM in Computer Age can be advised in the paper (Freudenstein and Sandor 1959) in which
for the first time results of mechanism design were obtained by computer calculations that gave the
possibility of very precise computations, as shown in Fig.16. This event can be also considered a first act
in the evolution of TMM to a wider discipline having the character of an Engineering Science.



Fig.15: IFToMMPresidents at HMM2000 in Cassino (from left to right): Giovanni Bianchi (1984-'87
and 1988-'91), Arcady Bessonov in substitution of Ivan I. Artobolevsky (1969-71 and 1972.'75),

Bernard Roth (1980-'83), Jorge Angeles (19%-2000), Kenneth J. Waldron (2000-'03 and 2004-'07),
Leonard Maunder (1976~'79), Adam Morecki (l992-'95), and Marco Ceccarelli {Chairman of

HMM2000 Symposium). (years in the brackets indicate the term
of President mandate)

IFfoMM Activity evolved TMM to MMS
Since the beginning of IFroMM, IFToMM Community has been very active in deepening and

applying TMM, but even in enlarging TMMareas of interest. The evolution of TMM took over the time
slowly (but quickly ifcompared with technical evolutions of the past!) and only in the year 19991MM was

. recognized formally as evolved to MMS in the IFToMMCommunity.
IFroMMcommunity evolved for a pure famUycharacter of the/few beginners and founders (at the time

of the Cold War to overpass the exchange limits of the time) to a scientific worldwide community
through the following generations:
• 1950's -'79 First generation: founding fathers and their friendly colleagues up to the 4-th IFfoMM

World Congress in New Castle upon Tyne in 1975 with prof Maunder as Congress Chair
• 1980-95 Second Generation: pupils and educated people by founding fathers and their friendlycolleagues;

up to the 9-th World Congress in Milan in 1995 with prof Rovetta as Congress Chair
• 1996-today Third Generation: educated people in the frame of IFToMMand within IFToMMactivity

with 46 national organizations as IFToMMmembers .
.Technically, MMS can be seen as an evolution of TMM as having a broad content and view of a

Science, including new disciplines.
Historically, TMM has included as main disciplines: Mechanism Analysis and Synthesis;Theoretical

Kinematics; Mechanics of Rigid Bodies; Mechanics of Machinery; Machine Design; Experimental
Mechanics; Teaching ofTMM;Mechanical Systems forAutomation; Control and Regulation ofMechanical
Systems; Rotor Dynamics; Human-Machine Interfaces; BioMechanics.
_ The modernity of MMS has augmented TMMwith new vision and means but also with many new
disciplines, whose the most Significant can be recognized in: Robotics; Mechatronics; Computational
Kinematics; Computer Graphics; Computer Simulation; CAD/CAMfor TMM;Multibody Dynamics.
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Fig.16: The first application of computer calculation for mechanism design by Ferdinand Freudenstein
and George N. Sandqr in (1959): a) title and abstract of the paper; b) a model for mechanism design

.,. computation; c}the table of numerical results.
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Fig.18: Advances in Multibody Systems and Mechatronics in (1999j: a) title page; b) do scheme for the
rnechatronic design of grippers.

, Thus, the new Science vision of TMM can be recognized in an interest and integration of other
aspects/disciplines for the study and design of modem current mechanical systems.

Emblematic is the establishment of RoManSy Symposium series ".hat has been started within
1FToMM in 1973, Fig.17a), at the early starting of Robotics. Already in the fust event. signi6c.ant results
were presented and they are milestones in History of Robotics, like the example offig.l1b) and c),

Mechatronics is the last new established field of MMS In which the mul:tidisqJlinal character is
represented like in the example in Fig.18 referring to a celebratory event fOT Manfred ~ as one of the
first "Mechatronic people".
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Fig.!7: Ro.Man.Sy'73, the first rFToMMConference on Robotics in 1973: a~ title page of Proceedings;
b) the WABOT-l robot presented by Ichiro Kato; c) a schemefor the control system of Wabot LS.
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Flg.19: Proceedings of the firstIFroMM International Symposium on History of Machines and
Mechanisms in 2000: a} ti~~page; b) the automatic chess player by Racknitz; b) a sketch for modem

: i reinterpretation.
The Science character of TMM(the current MMS) isalso started by the renewed and well-established

inlierest also on the History of MMS and IFroMM. Although IfToMM gave attention to History of TMM
since its beginning with the appointment of a Commission for History of MMS, only recently the field
_reached a maturity that is expressed by the HMM Symposium series; Fig.19. The historical interest
kim IFToMMviewpoint is explained by the example in Fig.19 h) and c) in which a past mechanism
design is reviewed and reinterpreted with a modern representation and formulation, respectively, in
erder to understand the historical achievements but to get also stimulus and ideas for future work. The
mterest on History of MMS is fundamental to complefe the Science view of MMS.

The Science character of MMS is expressed also in the IFToMMWorld Congress that in 2004 has been
a forum for presentation of ideas and results in all the field of MMS as outlined in Call for Papers list of
fig.20, (IFToMM2004).

Thus, MMS and IFToMMare directed from past experiences and achievements to future goals and
success.
Conclusive Vision

In thi~';~per the evolution of TMM to MMS is outlined briefly by looking at few main aspects and
personalities. The overview is incomplete but it gives us the opportunity to look optimistically at the future
of IFroMM activity in MMSas oriented by past directions. Main aspects of past and future activity can be
considered in teaching, practice, research, and cooperation in MMS and integrating it more and more
with other engineering disciplines.Although the futureTechnology seems to be directed mainly to Informatics
and Electronics means, mechanical systems will be always needed since the mechanical nature of
human beings-environment interaction. Therefore, mechanisms and mechanical devices will be always
needed-but they will be asked with enhanced designs and performances and the IFroMM community
will make efforts and successful results for the Society improvements like in the past.
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